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The BEGFLEX shelf rack offers an ideal solution for the assembly of rack systems for archives, libraries, 
registries and warehouses. Given the high adjustability of load-bearing capacities and sizes, we can utilise 
any space. 

The BEGFLEX rack system features a very simple structure. It consists of two U-shaped webs that are 
connected to the frame with fixed partitions. The frames are perforated at 25-mm intervals, which guar-
antees a wide range of the shelf height adjustment. The shelves are fixed to the webs with hooks. This fixing 
method guarantees very simple, even subsequent adjustment of the shelf height.

We offer the BEGFLEX system in two material versions. The painted version has both shelves and frames 
painted in high-quality epoxy-polyester paint, cured at 200 °C, or the rack system is galvanised.

The system can be additionally fitted with a parting system or sheathing with a door, thus fully utilising the 
wide range of storage capacities of the system.
Thanks to high quality, rigidity and strength, these shelf racks can be supplied also in a mobile version.
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   Modular system
   Designed for storing small-sized/documentary materials
   Screwless version
   Height adjustable at 25-mm intervals
   Maximum rack height of 4,000 mm
   Shelf length of 770 / 870 / 970 / 1,070 / 1,170 / 1,270 mm
   Shelf depth 300 / 350 / 400 / 500 / 600 / 700 mm
   Maximum shelf load-bearing capacity of 70–390 kg
   Possible assembly of multi-storey gallery 

   Easy installation 
   Easy adjustment 
   Modularity
   High strength, stability and long lifetime 
   Wide range of accessories
   Possible application as a mobile rack superstructure 
   We complete installation, servicing and periodical annual inspections 

   Made from frames and shelves 
   Frame made from U-sections perforated at 25-mm intervals, connected with fixed crossbeams
   Screwless fixing of shelves to frames using hooks
   Shelves are squared three times 

We will design and supply appropriate handling equipment for a specific project
 

   Archives, libraries, registries, warehouses, stores, offices 
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